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Additional Resources

Pocahontas:


Anishinaabe/Chippewa/Ojibwe Culture vs. Popular Culture

Books:


Film:


Vdrome – Adam Khalil & Zack Khalil: INAATE/SE

INAATE/SE website and INAATE/SE Full Film

Boarding Schools: Indian Horse and Night Raiders

Background:

How the US stole thousands of Native American children

Book:


Films:


Indigenous Sovereignty and Identity: Beans

Background:

Oka Crisis: How It Started (Canadian News, 2:34 minutes)
Tracey Deer: Telling Indigenous Narratives Through Film (Canadian TV interview, 25 min.)

Film:

Beans - EMA Films

General Resources:

Native Land Digital
This is an interactive map of the world that tells you whose land you're standing on, with links to language and cultural resources and tribal websites. This is a great place to start if you're working on land acknowledgements, or to build lessons that are geographically and culturally specific to your area.

American Indians in Children's Literature
A site that provides critical analysis of Indigenous people in children and young adult literature, by Dr. Debbie Reese (Nambé Pueblo) and Dr. Jean Mendoza. This is a good place to start if you are looking for resources, or have questions about the age- or cultural-propriateness of existing materials.

Popular Culture:

Television:

Watch Reservation Dogs Streaming Online | Hulu (Free Trial)
Watch Rutherford Falls Streaming Online | Peacock

Music:

Black Belt Eagle Scout and Black Belt Eagle Scout - YouTube
The Halluci Nation (formerly A Tribe Called Red)
https://www.youtube.com/@TheHalluciNation/videoshe
Tour — Snotty Nose Rez Kids and Snotty Nose Rez Kids - YouTube
Supaman and Supaman - YouTube

Tanya Tagaq and Tanya Tagaq - YouTube

Visual Art:

Jeffrey Gibson

Cannupa Hanska Luger

Kent Monkman

Wendy Red Star

Social Media:

The 1491s

Miscellaneous:

Sean Sherman | The Sioux Chef | Owamni | James Beard Award

Robin Wall Kimmerer

Creators Garden – Joe Pitawanakwat